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Shear-induced diffusion and rheology of noncolloidal suspensions:
Time scales and particle displacements

Victor Breedveld, Dirk van den Ende,a) Robert Jongschaap,
and Jorrit Mellema
Twente Institute of Mechanics, Rheology Group, Department of Applied Physics, University of Twente,
P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands

~Received 31 May 2000; accepted 23 January 2001!

The shear-induced self-diffusion and rheology of concentrated suspensions of noncolloidal hard
spheres have been studied experimentally. The combined results provide an interesting physical
picture. The projection of the trajectories of individual particles on the vorticity~z!–velocity ~x!
plane were determined through particle tracking. The particle trajectories turned out to be very
useful for gaining qualitative insight into the microscopic particle motion. However, the technique
is less suitable to obtain quantitative information. For a quantitative analysis of the particle
displacements we measured the evolution of the ensemble averaged displacements as a function of
time. The statistical analysis revealed two diffusion regimes, where^DzDz&;ġDt. For large strain
values (ġDt.1) long-time self-diffusion was observed. The associated diffusion coefficientD̂` is
in excellent agreement with literature data on shear-induced self-diffusion. On very short times
(ġDt!1) a novel diffusive regime was discovered, characterized by a diffusion coefficientD̂0 ,
which is significantly smaller thanD̂` and grows monotonically withf. D̂0 is detected on time
scales on which the particle configuration is not changed significantly and thus it must represent the
fluctuating motion of particles in the ‘‘cage’’ formed by their nearest neighbors. Finally, the
rheology was studied with steady shear and oscillatory rheometry. The dynamic measurements in a
controlled stress rheometer revealed that the viscoelastic response of the suspension is determined
mainly by the amplitude of deformation. At small strain amplitudesg0,1, the response is linear and
a dynamic viscosityh8 is found, which is in excellent agreement with the high frequency limith 8̀
as reported in literature for colloidal hard sphere suspensions. Aroundg051 the ‘‘cage’’ around a
particle is deformed and a shear-induced microstructure is built. This leads toO(a) displacements
of the particles and the viscoelastic response becomes strongly nonharmonic. Although the effect
persists at large amplitudes, it becomes relatively small forg0@1. The microstructure is rearranged
immediately after flow reversal and remains unchanged for the larger part of the period of
oscillation. As a result a pseudolinear viscoelastic regime is found with a viscosity close to steady
shear viscosity. Experiments show a correlation between the time scales controlling theD̂0 /D̂`

diffusive behavior and the ones controlling the shear-induced changes in particle configuration as
probed by the rheological measurements. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shear-induced diffusion is an important phenomenon
the field of suspension rheology. It is one of the basic tra
port processes in concentrated suspensions and has si
cant influence on the macroscopic flow behavior of nonc
loidal suspensions.1 The underlying mechanism of shea
induced diffusion is formed by the velocity fluctuations
individual particles due to the changing configuration of
other particles. The macroscopic flow drives particles on
jacent streamlines toward each other and because of
cluded volume effects the particles are forced to leave t
streamlines. In concentrated suspensions the excluded
ume effects result in net particle displacements. Although

a!Electronic mail: h.t.m.vandenende@tn.utwente.nl
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principle hydrodynamic interactions are of deterministic n
ture, the changing configuration causes diffusive behavio
concentrated suspensions.

The driving force of shear-induced diffusion differs fro
the more familiar concept of Brownian diffusion, which
driven by thermal forces and plays an important role
smaller, colloidal, particles. Moreover, shear-induced dif
sion occurs at very low Reynolds numbers, so that inertia
insignificant as opposed to the case of particle dispersio
turbulent flows.

Since the experimental work of Leighton and Acrivos2,3

shear-induced diffusion has been studied experimentally,
merically, and theoretically by various research groups, b
on the level of self-diffusion and collective or gradient d
fusion ~for a review see Davis4!. In this paper we restrict
ourselves to self-diffusion, which describes the velocity flu
tuations of individual particles.
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Experimentally, shear-induced self-diffusion has be
studied with a number of different techniques. Eckst
et al.5 have introduced the method of observing long-tim
displacements of a single tracer particle in a Couette flow
recording its position after each full rotation. The techniq
was improved by Leighton and co-workers.2,6 They also in-
troduced measurements of diffusion in the vorticity~z! direc-
tion.

Recently, we have developed another technique, wh
monitors the motion of an ensemble of tracer particles o
much shorter times and extracts shear-induced diffusion
efficients by means of spatial correlation procedures7,8

These measurements were also performed in a steady
situation and reveal that for strain values roughlyġDt.1
(ġDt being the relevant dimensionless time! the particle mo-
tion becomes diffusive. The latest experimental studies
shear flow6–8 are in good agreement and have provided
consistent picture of the experimental values of the long-t
diffusion coefficients.

Now that reliable experimental data are available
long-time shear-induced diffusion coefficients, it seems f
sible to investigate particle motion in sheared noncolloi
suspensions in more detail. Our technique offers the po
bility to study the evolution of ensemble averaged parti
displacements over a wide range of strain (0.03,ġDt
,3.5). Thus we can focus on the regime where the transi
to diffusive motion occurs (ġDt'1). In addition the nature
of particle motion for even smaller strain values can be st
ied. Since shear-induced self-diffusion in noncolloidal ha
sphere suspensions is induced by the changing configura
of the particles~the spatial distribution determines the velo
ity of individual particles under shear!, the motion of indi-
vidual particles probes the underlying microstructure.

Experimentally we have investigated particle motion a
its relevant time scales in two different ways. Characteris
particle trajectories are presented in Sec. III. The trajecto
have been determined by means of particle tracking and
able direct observation of the motion of individual particle
These particle paths are useful in developing a qualita
picture of the particle motion.

The trajectories, however, are not very suitable to coll
quantitative information about the particle displacemen
since the method is laborious and a large number of tra
tories is required for accurate statistical analysis. Deta
information about the ensemble averaged displacements
therefore obtained with our correlation method, which w
originally developed to measure long-time self-diffusi
coefficients.7 In Sec. IV the ensemble averaged data
evaluated to obtain the characteristic time scales of the
ticle motion.

Not only self-diffusion, but also rheology is governed b
particle positions, often represented by the particle distri
tion function. In a noncolloidal suspension of hard sphe
without interparticle forces in Stokes flow, the net hydrod
namic force on any particle must be zero~see, e.g., Brady
and Bossis9!. In that case the stresses and viscosities
determined directly by microstructure. In Sec. V we rep
on steady shear and dynamic rheometry. Similar experim
have been reported by Gadala-Maria and Acrivos10 and Gon-
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dret et al.;11 we have further explored the phenomena wh
they observed for our system. By combining the se
diffusion and rheological measurements for our suspens
a coherent picture arises. In Sec. VI we combine the res
in an attempt to provide a consistent physical interpretat
of our observations.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

For all experiments reported in this paper we made
of the experimental system described in a previous pape7 a
refractive index and density matched suspension of PMM
particles suspended in a fluid mixture of demineralized w
ter, zinc-II-chloride, and Triton X-100. The suspending flu
was measured to be Newtonian over the entire range of s
rates that could be covered by the rheometer~up to 100 s21!
at a viscosity of 3.4 Pa s~23 °C!. The particles~produced by
ICI, class 4F,r51.172 g/ml! were sieved repeatedly to ob
tain a well-defined size fraction of diameter 90615mm. The
sieved particles were density segregated to remove the
ticles with air bubbles. A small fraction of the particles w
then colored with fabric dye~Rit, CPC International! and
used as tracer particles to visualize particle motion.

Correlation experiments were performed to measure
ensemble averaged particle displacements and subsequ
extract the long-time self-diffusion coefficients. The tec
nique is based on spatial correlation of tracer particle po
tions in sequences of video images; for a detailed descrip
of our experiments in a counter-rotating cone-plate appar
we refer to our previous paper.8 Here we reanalyze the re
sults of the original study with the aim to collect detaile
information about the microscopic nature of the diffusi
process.

The video images used for the diffusion experime
could also be used to apply particle tracking. Thus the
jectories of individual tracer particles were determined o
relatively long times. Our image grabbing system, consist
of charge-coupled device~CCD! camera, frame grabber, an
PC, was able to capture sequences of maximally 200 ima
The upper limit was set by the amount of RAM~256
Mbytes! in the frame grabbing PC. The actual physic
length of the sequences—expressed in dimensionless s
units—depended on the interval time between consecu
images and on the shear rate, which were both varied. In
study we have collected time series in which particles co
be tracked for as long as 50 strain units (ġDt). Sequences
with shorter interval times were also analyzed to obtain
higher strain resolution.

The tracking procedure consisted of the following ste
First, suitable sequences were identified, in which a spec
tracer particle remained within the camera window~1.10 by
0.83 mm with a viewing depth of 0.40 mm! during the entire
sequence. The images of these series were then ana
with a commercial software package for image analysis~OP-

TIMAS!: the position of the tracer particle was determin
manually by fitting a circular overlay to the particle contou
The position of the overlay was registered as a measure
the tracer position.

In spite of the software’s sophisticated particle recog
tion algorithms the tracking procedure could not be au
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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mated. Not every image was of sufficiently high quality b
cause of particle overlap and other image distortions. W
measuring the self-diffusion8 this effect was unimportant
since the ensemble statistics were not affected significa
by the odd missing tracer position. Particle tracking, ho
ever, requires accurate knowledge of the particle positio
every moment in time. Omissions in the time series wo
seriously disrupt the trajectory. By performing the analy
manually even the positions of overlapping tracers could
determined accurately. As long as a significant part of
particle contour is visible, precise placement of the circu
overlay is relatively easy. Furthermore, automatical part
tracking would require a clever algorithm to identify ind
vidual particles in subsequent images, which by eye i
simple task.

In order to determine the experimental errors of t
manual particle tracking procedure, for a number of ima
the manual outcome was compared to the results of the
tomated image analysis algorithm which was employed
the diffusion experiments. The influence of the operator w
also checked by having a small sample of images analy
by different people. All in all the error in tracer position a
measured with the manual procedure turned out to be
larger than 1 pixel, which was also the spatial resolution
the placement of the circular overlay.

The rheological properties of the suspensions were c
acterized using a controlled stress rheometer~Haake Rheo-
Stress RS150! equipped with a Couette geometry~inner and
outer gap radius respectively 20.71 and 21.71 mm!. Since the
average particle diameter is 90mm, the gap is on the sma
side according to the rheological rule of thumb that a mi
mum gap size of;15 particle diameters is required for rel
able viscosity measurements. As a result, we cannot exc
wall slip in our system. Wall slip would have influenced o
rheological experiments, leading to underestimated visco
values.12 However, a Couette geometry with larger gap w
unavailable and we believe that our most important obse
tions, the oscillatory measurements to be presented in Se
~Fig. 10!, have not been affected by the limited gap si
This belief is supported by the fact that quantitatively ide
tical results have been observed by other researchers
wider Couette geometry with roughened walls where w
slip is unlikely to play a role.13

After loading the suspensions we applied preshea
eliminate the loading effects that have been reported un
similar experimental conditions and that have been relate
shear-induced gradient migration across the annular g3

Stress sweeps were then applied to measure the flow cu
and finally frequency sweeps were performed at cons
stress values. The details on the chosen values of stress
frequency are given in Sec. V.

III. PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

Direct visual observation is a natural approach wh
studying particle motion, especially for noncolloidal suspe
sions of 90mm particles that can easily be visualized wi
standard optics. As described in Sec. II, video images w
taken from concentrated refractive index matched susp
sions with a small fraction of opaque tracer particles. Besi
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 128.111.83.121. Redistribution subje
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the diffusion measurements to be described in Sec. IV,
images could also be used to reconstruct trajectories of i
vidual tracer particles.

To this purpose image sequences had to be identified
which tracers remained within the observation window fo
much longer period than needed for the diffusion measu
ments. Sequences could be found with particle reside
times as long as 50 strain units. Figure 1 shows typical p
ticle trajectories in thex–z plane for suspensions of 30% an
50% particle volume fraction. The strain stepġDt between
consecutive points in the graphs is 0.24@for particles 3 and 4
in ~a! the interval is 0.024#. Figure 1 represents the locatio
of the particles on the CCD image~7523568 pixels!. The
measured positions were slightly shifted to minimize over
of the trajectories and improve clarity. The average parti
size ~diameter 62 pixels! is indicated on the left-hand side.

The trajectories are replotted in Fig. 2, representing
particle coordinates as a function of time. The starting po
of all trajectories was set toġDt50 and although some o
the particles in Fig. 1 were followed for as long as 50 stra
units, Fig. 2 has a maximum strainġDt530 so that the de-
tails can be distinguished. Note that different particles co
be tracked over different lengths of time. The refined traj
tories of the high resolution measurements of particles 3
4 in the 30% suspension (ġDt50.024) did not alter the pic-

FIG. 1. Typical particle trajectories in the image window~Dx–Dz plane!
for volume fractions~a! f50.30 and~b! f50.50; strainġDt between
consecutive points is 0.24 for all particles, except for particles 3 and 4 in~a!,
where the strain interval is 0.024. The paths have been shifted over arbi
distances to minimize overlap and improve clarity.
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ture. All important observations can be made from the lo
~low resolution! trajectories withġDt50.24.

For both concentrations, the fluctuations in thex direc-
tion ~closed symbols! are more pronounced than in thez
direction~open symbols!. The explanation is straightforward
displacements in they direction ~the unregistered out-of
plane velocity gradient direction! onto a different streamline
inherently affect the convective motion in the velocity dire
tion ~x!. Since the motion in they direction is also of diffu-
sive nature, the observed fluctuations along thex axis are the
result of two processes: the fluctuations inx velocity itself
and an additional coupling term due to fluctuations in thy
direction.

The convective velocity field also causes the particles
occasionally drift over large distances along thex axis, i.e.,
when they are displaced onto a different streamline. Beca
of this, the particles can drift away from the zero veloc
plane and~temporarily! disappear from the viewing window
~e.g., particle 3 at both concentrations!. On average, how-
ever, the particles should fluctuate around their original
sition, which is validated by thez data of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.

The largest displacements in Fig. 2 are ofO(a) for both
volume fractions and in both flow directions~a being the
particle radius!, thus confirming scaling ideas2,14 which are
based on the assumption that interactions will lead to
placements of the size of the particle. The present study
vides experimental evidence in support of these predictio

FIG. 2. Positions of individual particles as a function of dimensionless t
ġDt for ~a! f50.30,~b! f50.50 in thex direction~closed symbols! andz
direction ~open symbols!. Numbers correspond to Fig. 1 and the avera
particle size is indicated.
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In particular theO(a) displacements in thez direction
are notable. Calculations of particle interactions in the dil
regime15–17 have shown that displacements in the vortic
direction are considerably smaller than in the velocity gra
ent direction, irrespective of the mechanism responsible
braking the symmetry of two particle interactions in Stok
flow: particle roughness,15 the presence of a third particle,16

or a repulsive force.17 As a consequence, the calculations
the dilute regime render highly anisotropic self-diffusion c
efficients, D̂yy /D̂zz;O(10), while experiments6,8 and
Stokesian dynamics calculations18 in the concentrated regim
both findD̂yy /D̂zz'2. Taking into account that both theore
ical ~dilute! and Stokesian dynamics~concentrated! calcula-
tions showO(a) displacements in they direction, our experi-
mental particle trajectories withO(a) steps in thez direction
~Fig. 2! are in good agreement with the data for concentra
suspensions. Apparently, additional effects must be incor
rated in the theories for dilute suspensions to account for
relatively low experimental anisotropy.

Figures 1 and 2 reveal slight differences in particle m
tion at the two volume fractions. Forf50.30 the curves are
very smooth, which is particularly clear in thez direction.
The particle trajectories consist of a chain of successive
placements, which occur relatively slowly. In the highly co
centrated 50% suspension the particles move more violen
the major displacements occur faster and are larger in am
tude. In between the large steps the particles keep wigg
around their location with a characteristic time that is shor
than the sampling interval. Occasionally, sudden station
sections can be observed~e.g.,x position of particle 2 around
ġDt512! as if the particle is trapped.

Although the trajectories provide useful insight into th
motion of individual tracers, they are less suitable for a d
tailed quantitative analysis. The manual procedure is la
intensive and a significant number of paths would be nee
for reliable statistics.

IV. SELF-DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS

For a quantitative analysis of the particle motion w
have switched to another observational level: the statistic
motion of a large ensemble of particles.

In recent years we have developed a correlat
technique7 for measuring self-diffusion coefficients in non
colloidal suspensions under shear. Without going into
tails, the experimental procedure essentially results
^DxDx&/a22ġDt graphs which show the ensemble ave
aged square displacement versus time. Both the displace
and time are made dimensionless by scaling with, resp
tively, the particle radiusa and shear rateġ. Linear scaling
in these graphs indicates diffusive behavior and in that c
the self-diffusion coefficients can be extracted directly fro
the slope of the linear regime, making use of the stand
diffusion relation^DxDx&;2DDt.

The transition to the linear~diffusive! regime is expected
to depend on the underlying microstructure of the susp
sion. Therefore we believe that a detailed time scale anal
of the shear-induced diffusion data will yield valuable info
mation about the microstructure in sheared suspensions.

e

ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ure 3 shows the results of the original correlation stu8

together with the long-time linear fits which were used
determine the long-time diffusion coefficientD̂ ~also dimen-
sionless!. The graphs all concern particle displacements
the vorticity ~z! direction, which were also visible in th
particle trajectories of Sec. III.

Figure 3 shows a transition to linear~diffusive! behavior
that is most pronounced for the lowest volume fractions. T

FIG. 3. Scaling of the average squared particle displacementsz
2/a2 with

dimensionless timeġDt for ~a! f50.20,~b! f50.30,~c! f50.45, and~d!
f50.50; the lines represent the linear fit to the data points at long tim
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 128.111.83.121. Redistribution subje
n
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evolution from Figs. 3~a! to 3~d! suggests that the transitio
time decreases with increasing volume fractionf.

In an attempt to find a quantitative criterion for the tra
sition point the data were plotted on log–log scale, so t
deviations of the linear fit could be observed more clearly.
Fig. 4 the logarithmic versions of Fig. 3 are presented
gether with the long-time linear fit and the results of an e
pirical model fit to be described in Sec. IV A. The deviatio

.

FIG. 4. Logarithmic version of Fig. 3;sz
2/a2 vs ġDt for ~a! f50.20, ~b!

f50.30,~c! f50.45, and~d! f50.50; the dashed lines represent the line
fit to the data points at long times, the solid lines are the results of
empirical fit with Eq.~1!.
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of the data at short times from the long-time linear fit mo
pronounced, but it proved to be difficult to formulate an o
jective quantitative criterion to unambiguously determine
transition location.

The preferable approach for the characterization of
curves in Fig. 4 would have been the use of a theoret
model which contains the transition time as a fitting para
eter. In this idealized situation standard statistical fitting ro
tines could provide an unambiguous best fit value for
transition time. However, no theoretical model with a sou
physical basis has been developed so far for shear-ind
self-diffusion. Therefore we have chosen another solutio

A. Empirical model

We have attempted to find an empirical model that
capable of describing the curves of Fig. 4. Such a mo
should fulfill a number of important requirements in order
be scientifically acceptable. First of all, it should provide
accurate fit to the experimental data over the entire rang
data. Second, it should involve a minimum number of fr
parameters and finally these parameters should have phy
significance.

A closer look at the log–log plots of Fig. 4 disclose
interesting scaling in the short-time regime. Within the cla
sical framework of diffusion a transition might be expect
from quadratic ~‘‘ballistic’’ ! to linear ~diffusive! scaling.
However, the graphs do not display slope12 at short times.
Instead, the suggestion arises that the short-time scalin
also more or less linear, with slope11. This observation
implies the existence of two diffusive regimes: the long-tim
shear-induced self-diffusion which is characterized by
linear fit in Fig. 3 and an additional short-time diffusivity fo
ġDt smaller than roughly 0.20. On intermediate time sca
there is a smooth transition between the two diffusive
gimes.

The above-mentioned considerations lead to the follo
ing empirical model to capture the observed phenomena

s2

a2 5
c2•ġDt

11S ġDt

c0
D c1

1

~c3•ġDt1c4!S ġDt

c0
D c1

11S ġDt

c0
D c1

, ~1!

wheres/a and ġDt are the dimensionless peak width a
time. In the limits of short and long times Eq.~1! converges
to the asymptotes:

s2

a2 5c2•ġDt for ġDt!c0 , ~2!

s2

a2 5c3•ġDt1c4 for ġDt@c0 . ~3!

The fit parameters can be interpreted as follows: the loca
of the transition (c0), the strength of the transition (c1), the
short-time diffusion coefficient (c252D̂0), the long-time
diffusion coefficient (c352D̂`), and the off-set of the linea
long-time fit (c4). Equation~1! is similar to the well-known
Cross model, often used to characterize shear-thinning fl
with two viscosity plateaus.19
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Equation~1! was used to parametrize the data by mea
of a standard least squares nonlinear fitting routine. Since
linear fits in Fig. 3 show that the offset of the long-tim
linear fit only differs significantly from 0 at high volume
fractions (f.0.35), parameterc4 was used in Eq.~1! only if
it had a significant and meaningful contribution to the co
vergence of the fitting routine. The fit procedure was carr
out with 1/e2 as weight factor,e being the statistical standar
deviation ofs2/a2 that was also used for the error bars
Figs. 3 and 4. In turn these errors have been obtained f
nonlinear Gaussian fits.8

B. Fit parameters

The results of the empirical model fit are presented
Fig. 4 as the solid curves. It can be concluded that the p
posed model describes the data surprisingly well over the
range of time and volume fraction.

Although the proposed model is of empirical nature,
parameters have a clear physical meaning and their de
dence on particle volume fractionf, as presented in Fig. 5
can serve as a starting point to gain physical insight into
nature of the processes that take place in concentrated
pensions under shear. The error bars in the graphs are p
the result of an external statistical estimation, obtained fr
the covariance matrix of the nonlinear fit. It provides an e
planation for the fact that some of the data points~e.g.,c0 for
f50.45! have unrealistically small errors in comparison
the rest of the data points. Nevertheless, this error estima
the only available objective measure of the parameter r
ability and regarding the empirical nature of our model
seemed appropriate to present those values.

Of the fitting parameters,c2 andc3 are directly related to
the physical quantitiesD̂0 andD̂` , respectively, a short- and
long-time diffusion coefficient@Eq. ~2!#. The dependence o
c3 on f should be identical to that of the long-time se
diffusion coefficientD̂zz, which was determined by usin
the long-time linear fit of Fig. 3.8 This requirement is indeed
satisfied.

The existence of a short-time diffusion regime, howev
has not been reported before. As far as we are aware
previous experimental technique has been capable of m
surements on such short time scales and no detailed ana
of numerical simulations in this regime has been reported
far, although it should be relatively straightforward to r
trieve the necessary data from standard simulation runs.

Although for the highest volume fractions the short-tim
linear regime lies outside the accessible time window,
quality of the fit with Eq.~1! and the data forf50.20 and
0.30 provide strong evidence that short-time diffusivity i
deed exists at all volume fractions. The corresponding dif
sion coefficient,D̂050.5•c2 , exhibits af dependence tha
strongly differs from the behavior ofD̂` . Although the stan-
dard deviations are significant because of the limited amo
of data at short times, especially forf50.50, D̂0 seems to
grow continuously with increasingf, whereasD̂` increases
strongly for intermediate volume fractions, followed by
plateau abovef50.35 and an apparent decrease at ev
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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higher volume fractions~reported as well by Phan an
Leighton6!.

The parametersc0 andc1 are somewhat more difficult to
interpret. They characterize the transition between the
diffusion regimes through its slope (c1) and location (c0).
For the development of a physical picture of the microsco
processes, it seems more useful to define two transi
times,t̂0 andt̂` , which, respectively, mark the end of shor
time and the onset of long-time diffusion, expressed in
mensionless strain units.

The definitions oft̂0 and t̂` that we have chosen ar

FIG. 5. Fit parameters of Eq.~1! as a function off.
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illustrated in Fig. 6. The characteristic times are determin
as follows: First, in the log–log plot~Fig. 4! the linear as-
ymptotes of Eq.~2! are drawn and used to construct an a
ditional line in between. The intersect of this intermedia
line with the model fit@Eq. ~1!# is then determined analyti
cally and at the intersection point the tangent of the fit fun
tion ~straight line in the log–log plot! is calculated. Finally,
the intersects of the tangent with the asymptotes can be c
puted and these points are calledt̂0 and t̂` .

The values oft̂0 and t̂` were calculated for all volume
fractions and are plotted in Fig. 7. The logarithmic scale w
chosen to enable direct comparison of the two times, wh
differ by an order of magnitude. The error bars in Fig. 7 a
the result of a rigorous analysis of the propagation of erro
For the fit parametersc0 to c4 the influence of̂ dcn

2& and
^dcndcm& on the values fort̂0 and t̂` was calculated.

Within the experimental errors, which are significant e
pecially for f50.50, the longest time scale,t̂` , is constant
at ġDt;1 over the full range of volume fractions, indicate
by the dashed line.

The shortest time scale,t̂0 , is an order of magnitude
smaller and decreases withf. Simple hand-waving argu
ments can be used to estimate an upper limit fort̂0 . The
point where short-time diffusion ends and long-time diff
sion starts to dominate particle motion, here characterized

FIG. 6. Definition of the characteristic dimensionless timest̂0 and t̂` ; the
dashed lines denote the asymptotes, the dotted line the intermediate line
the thin curve the fit function Eq.~1!; the thick line represents the log–lo
tangent at the intercept.

FIG. 7. Transition times~d! t̂0 and ~.! t̂` as a function off; ~ !
representst̂51 and~-•-! Eq. ~4! with fmax50.63.
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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t̂0 , should be smaller than the affine shear deformat
where particles directly interact with their nearest neighbo
This deformation can be approximated byd/a with a the
particle radius andd the space around a particle in th
‘‘cage’’ formed by its neighbors. Assuming a homogeneo
distribution of monodisperse particles,d/a can be estimated
by means of

d

a
5S fmax

f D 1/3

21, ~4!

wherefmax denotes the maximum particle volume fractio
In Fig. 7 the curve~dash-dotted! has been drawn forfmax

50.63 and provides a good upper limit to the data.

V. RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

In addition to the direct observation of particles and
statistical analysis of the displacements we have investig
the rheological properties of the suspensions. Like sh
induced diffusion the rheological properties are the resul
the underlying microscopic structure. Rheometry thus can
used as an independent method to experimentally add
fundamental questions about the nature of the particle di
bution in suspensions.

Our rheological experiments on concentrated noncol
dal suspensions were inspired by the work of Gadala-M
and Acrivos10,20 and Gondretet al.,11 who observed peculia
behavior of the dynamic viscosityh8 of noncolloidal suspen-
sions. In order to relate the diffusion and rheology in o
system, we have carried out similar experiments for our s
pensions. Since the physical chemistry of suspension
known to be of great influence on the rheology, it is no
trivial that our specific suspension should behave exactly
the materials used in previous studies.

Amongst other observations Gadala-Maria and Acrivo10

discovered that the stress response in their controlled s
oscillations in both plate–plate and Couette configurat
was linear at low strain amplitudes, but became highly n
linear at amplitudes ofg0;1 ~see their Fig. 8!.

Gondretet al.11 reported that the dynamic viscosity o
concentrated suspensions strongly depended on frequ
and amplitude of the oscillations. As far as we can rec
struct from their paper, the experiments were carried out
plate–plate geometry as well, which has the disadvant
that the strain distribution over the sample volume is hig
nonuniform, being zero in the center and maximum at
edge of the plates.

Our rheological measurements were carried out in a c
trolled stress rheometer with Couette geometry~see Sec. II!.
Before performing dynamic measurements, first the fl
curves of the suspensions were determined. Contrary
Gadala-Maria10 we did not wait for the equilibrium value to
be reached, as it has been shown that the gradual decrea
viscosity in their experiments can be attributed to she
induced particle migration out of the Couette gap toward
stagnant fluid reservoir below the inner cylinder.2 To prevent
migration, which would decrease the particle volume fra
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 128.111.83.121. Redistribution subje
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tion in the annular gap, we have presheared the suspens
only for a relatively short time as described in Sec. II
order to reach a reproducible starting point.

Due to particle migration out of the gap it was inevitab
that in the course of our experiments the viscosity sligh
decreased. We have been careful to minimize the app
shear in order to limit this effect. Fig. 8 presents the typi
flow curves we found. As an estimate of the effect of mig
tion flow curves are shown which were taken before a
after our oscillatory experiments, the curves being separa
by ;14 h of oscillations. The curves for 30% overlap nea
perfectly, but for the 50% suspension a significant decre
in h r was observed after the initial pre-shear.

As correctly pointed out,10 migration complicates the
comparison of steady shear viscosity results for noncollo
suspensions from various researchers. Such a comparis
not the purpose of our current work, we just note that o
viscosity data are somewhat higher than the results
Gadala-Maria and Acrivos,10 which should be expected sinc
we do not wait for the system to reach the migratory eq
librium.

Figure 8 exhibits shear-thinning behavior, most nota
at the highest volume fraction. The shear thinning is a
present in equilibrium curves of Gadala-Maria a
Acrivos.10 The flow curves were measured subsequently
increasing and decreasing stresses and the minimal am
of hysteresis was insufficient to relate the shear-thinning
fect to shear-induced particle migration.

Recently, Zarragaet al.21 have presented steady she
viscosity data from parallel plate rheometry and reported
same phenomenon. As they suggest, the explanation p
ably lies in the underlying suspension microstructure, bu
is unclear what happens exactly. As far as we could exam
our PMMA particles can be considered as hard spheres w
out additional interparticle interactions. Refractive ind
matching eliminates van der Waals interactions even at
lowest shear rates and the large amount of salt screen
electrostatic repulsions—if present at all. Brownian motio
finally, is also extremely small for our 90mm particles and

FIG. 8. Relative steady shear viscosity of concentrated noncolloidal sus
sions as measured in a controlled stress Couette rheometer;~s! f50.30
and~n! f50.50; closed symbols were measured before and open sym
after the dynamic measurements, about 14 h later.
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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cannot be held responsible for the shear-thinning behavi
The steady shear experiments were followed by dyna

measurements. Because of the controlled stress nature o
Haake RS150 rheometer, the stress amplitude of the osc
tions ~s! was kept constant, while the angular frequency~v!
was varied from 0.0094 to 628 rad s21 ~0.0015–100 Hz!.
Because of constants, the amplitudeg0 of the strain re-
sponse varied withv. For a sample with frequency indepe
dent rheological properties~e.g., Newtonian fluid! the rela-
tion would simply have beeng0;s/v.

Figure 9 shows the result of frequency sweeps for d
ferent values ofs andf50.30. In the left graph, the strai
amplitude of the response signalg0 is plotted versusv. As
expected,g0 decreases strongly withv and for each specific
value ofv the strain amplitude increases withs. The corre-
sponding data for the relative dynamic viscosityh r8 data are
presented in the right graph and show very peculiar behav
At low frequenciesh r8 has a well-defined plateau valu
Another—considerably lower—plateau is observed at h
frequencies. In the intermediate regime, there is a sharp t
sition, which shifts with variations in the stress amplitudes.

The two graphs of Fig. 9 suggest that theh r8 transition is
determined by strain amplitude rather than by frequency.
check this hypothesis, we have plottedh r8 againstg0 in Fig.
10 for f50.30 and 0.50~note the logarithmic scale!. The
transitions in the dynamic viscosity curves nicely collap
for both volume fractions. A sudden change in the viscoe

FIG. 9. Results of constant stress frequency sweeps for a 30% suspe
~a! the amplitude of the strain response,g0 , vs angular frequencyv and~b!
h r8 vs v for varying stress values:~s! 7 Pa,~n! 21 Pa, and~,! 70 Pa.
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 128.111.83.121. Redistribution subje
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tic response of the suspension occurs at strain amplitu
aroundg0;O(1).

Figure 10 clearly shows that for our noncolloidal suspe
sions the dynamic viscosityh r8 strongly depends on strai
amplitude g0 . Within rheological nomenclature it would
thus be more appropriate to name the quantity ‘‘apparent
dynamic viscosity,’’ since the use ofh8 is generally re-
stricted to the linear low strain regime. However, to avo
extended formulations we simply refer toh8 as ‘‘dynamic
viscosity’’ over the entire measurement range, referring
the out-of-phase component of the strain response signa
produced by the rheometer.

Graphs similar to Fig. 10 were obtained before,11 but in
these experiments the transitions were more gradual, m
probably due to the wide range of shear rates in the para
plate configuration which smooths out strain-dependent tr
sitions.

A close look at the raw oscillatory signals provides mo
insight into the observed effects, as can be seen in Fig.
The graph denotes the strain response functions for a 5
suspension at various frequencies~and thus various strain

ion;

FIG. 10. Relative dynamic viscosityh r8 vs amplitude of the strain response
g0 , measured forf50.30 and 0.50 in frequency sweeps at various str
levels: ~s! 7 Pa,~n! 21 Pa,~,! 70 Pa, and~L! 210 Pa.

FIG. 11. Strain response signalsg(t) for sinusoidal stress input signal~am-
plitude 70 Pa! at three different values ofv—and therewithg0—; f
50.50 and the curves are scaled by the oscillation periodTper and amplitude
g0 .
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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amplitudes!. Note that for clarity the strain signalsg(t) have
been scaled by the oscillation periodTper and amplitudeg0 .
Unfortunately, our rheometer was unable to start its meas
ments at a reproducible point of the stress input signal
that no conclusions are to be drawn from the apparent ph
differences in Fig. 11.

Below the transition~g050.26 in Fig. 11! the strain re-
sponse is sinusoidal and linear, so thath8 is independent of
g0 and a plateau is found. In the transitional regime
response is strongly nonharmonic: The strain response
g051.51 resembles a saw-tooth rather than a sinus. Note
the signal is asymmetrical on reversal of flow direction at
maxima of the oscillation. At very large strain values (g0

516.9) the material response is nearly harmonic again,
considerably higher value ofh8. Traces of nonlinear re
sponse can still be observed at the turning points where
flow direction changes, but at large amplitudes the respo
is dominated by a sinusoidal contribution that is respons
for the determination ofh r8 . Figure 11 shows that the rhe
ometer output forh r8 in the transitional regime has no cle
physical meaning:h8 is only a well-defined quantity for
sinusoidal input and output. Similar nonharmonic respon
were reported by Gadala-Maria and Acrivos,10 who analyzed
the raw signals of their controlled strain rheometer forg0

<1.05. The authors were able to directly relate the shap
the nonlinear stress response to the buildup of shear-ind
microstructure, which they also found in elegant steady sh
flow reversal experiments.

The discrepancy between the two plateaus in Fig.
strongly increases with volume fraction, ranging from a fa
tor 1.3 forf50.30 up to a factor 5 forf50.50. The location
of the transition (g0,tr) also varies with volume fraction, de
fining g0,tr as the strain amplitude at the point whereh r8 is
halfway between the plateau values on the log–log sc
The transition point shifts fromg0,tr53.060.4 for f50.30
to g0,tr51.060.2 forf50.50, the errors being largely due
the variations in plateau values with stress.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results of the various experimental techniques
scribed in the previous sections provide inspiration for c
sideration on their physical background. In this section
will first discuss the results of diffusion and rheology sep
rately and then draw the parallels and provide a framew
for physical interpretation.

A. Self-diffusion

The self-diffusion data under steady shear are descr
extremely well by an empirical fit function@Eq. ~1!#. The
measurements show how the average particle motion de
ops when monitored from a certain arbitrary starting poin
time (ġDt50). For very small deformationsġDt the sur-
roundings of a particle are hardly changed and particles
observed to move diffusively, characterized by a diffusi
coefficientD̂0 . In the particle trajectories this effect can b
noticed for f50.50 in the shape of rapid fluctuations
small amplitude. For larger deformations,ġDt'1, the initial
particle configuration is distorted significantly and the av
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 128.111.83.121. Redistribution subje
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age particle motion is affected accordingly. In this regim
particles are forced by the shear flow to pass their neighb
The trajectories clearly display the associated steps of
O(a). After even longer timesġDt.1, the correlation of the
particle motion with the initial state is lost and a diffusiv

mode is reached, with diffusivityD̂` . Although the flow is
in steady state macroscopically at every moment, the par
motion measured from an arbitrary starting pointġDt50
reaches a ‘‘steady’’ diffusive state only after deformati
ġDt.1.

The characteristic times that can be associated with
transition, t̂0 , marking the end of the short-time diffusio
and t̂` , marking the onset of long-time diffusion, show
different scaling with concentration,t̂`;1 being constant
and t̂0 decreasing with increasingf. The associated diffu-

sion coefficientsD̂0 andD̂` also exhibit different dependen

cies onf: While D̂` grows strongly withf at intermediate
concentrations (f,0.35) and reaches a plateau value f
higher volume fractions,D̂0 grows monotonically as a func
tion of f.

The f dependence of the long-time self-diffusion coe
ficient is remarkable. As discussed in more detail in anot
paper,8 this particular behavior has so far only been fou
experimentally. Numerical Stokesian dynamics calculatio
have not yet resulted in a clear numerical picture: She
induced diffusion data seem to depend on system size
numerical algorithm. The only theoretical attempt by Bra

and Morris14 predictsD̂` to grow withf up to volume frac-
tions where flow becomes impossible. Their predictio
which is in fact an extrapolation of scaling relations in t
dilute regime rather than a first principles theory, is based
the idea that diffusion should scale with the product of f
quency and size of the particle displacements due to inte
tions. Using the contact value of the pair-distribution fun
tion g(r ), they argue that the interaction frequency shou
increase with volume fraction, while the step size rema
more or less constantO(a), thus giving rise to an increasin
diffusivity.

There is recent evidence, however,22 that in numerical
Stokesian dynamics calculations at high concentrati
~roughly above 30%! particle pairs tend to align in the flow
direction. This effect is deduced from the appearance
peaks in the particle pair-distribution functiong(r ) along the
direction of flow. At high Pe´clet numbers the concentratio
of particle pairs is usually enlarged along the compress
axes of the shear flow, but recent calculations revealed
existence of additional peaks along the streamlines. The
fect was not found to cause long-range order in the sys
~formation of particle strings!, but the change in the loca
particle structure could very well be responsible for a d
crease in the interaction frequency, since the increased n
ber of particle pairs aligned along the streamlines effectiv
screens interactions with other particles on neighbor
streamlines. Thus the number of interactions would be
duced with increasing volume fraction, providing an exp

nation for the experimentally observed plateau inD̂` .
To our knowledge the experimental observations o

short-time shear-induced self-diffusion are unique. Its ex
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tence is concluded from the quality of an empirical model
to all available data. Although clear experimental eviden
exists it is not straightforward to interpret the observatio
The existence of an additional short-time diffusive proces
itself is not strange. In Brownian suspensions a similar d
tinction between long- and short-time diffusion can
found: at short times the particles are rattling within the ca
formed by their neighbors, the short-time self-diffusion, a
only when the cage has been deformed sufficiently are
ticles able to undergo large displacements, characterized
long-time self-diffusion coefficient.

Following the analogy with colloidal systems, appa
ently also noncolloidal systems exhibit small displaceme
within a ‘‘cage’’ on time scales which are so short that t
configuration of particles remains unchanged (ġDt!1).
Two possible mechanisms have come to our mind to exp
these fluctuations in the absence of Brownian motion. T
first possibility is an interparticle force with a short but fini
range ~e.g., as a result of inevitable particle roughness
experimental systems! which at short times is able to rela
the flow-induced contacts between noncolloidal particles
pushing them apart, thus giving rise to minute displaceme
An alternative explanation could be found in the long-ran
character of the hydrodynamic forces in a sheared sus
sion. Each particle will not only feel the interaction with i
immediate neighbors, but always experience fluctuations
to particle motion at larger distances. Fluctuations of t
kind could cause diffusive displacements and would m
likely be of a higher frequency than the interactions w
direct neighbors, which give rise to long-time diffusion.

The ‘‘cage’’ concept is in agreement with the observ
behavior of the transition timet̂0 . As shown in Fig. 7 a
simple calculation of the size of the cage@Eq. ~4!# provides a
good estimate for the upper limit of the deformation whe
short-time diffusion should be dominated by the large d
placements of long-time self-diffusion.

The experimental observation thatD̂0 grows with f
~Fig. 5! at first sight seems compatible with both mech
nisms: at larger volume fractions stronger hydrodynam
fluctuations could be expected and also particles would
pushed harder toward each, which could lead to larger re
ation steps. Conclusive evidence on this topic could not
extracted from either of our experiments, but the persis
observation ofD̂0 is quite intriguing.

B. Rheology

Steady shear and oscillatory measurements have sh
that the two important parameters to characterize the res
are stress and strain. The flow curves show that for incre
ing stress, shear-thinning occurs~Fig. 8!. This effect is most
probably the result of changes in microstructure. All oth
possible explanations seem to fail: Brownian motion is
sent and the presence of interparticle forces is unlikely.

In oscillatory experiments two strain regimes can
identified in the dynamic viscosityh r8 . At small amplitudes
(g0!1) the stress and strain signals are harmonic an
well-defined plateau exists. The particle positions remain
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 128.111.83.121. Redistribution subje
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tually unchanged during these measurements and the m
structure at rest is probed.

For larger amplitudes@g0;O(1)# the strain signal be-
comes nonharmonic~Fig. 11!. The shape of this nonlinea
stress response is related to the buildup of shear-induced
crostructure as explained by Gadala-Maria and Acrivo10

They found that the typical deformation required to compl
structure formation in the flow reversal measurements w
g;2 and the value decreased with increasing volume fr
tion ~see their Fig. 7!. Oscillatory measurements on our su
pensions corroborate their results. The characteristic st
valueg0,tr , which we used to define the location of the tra
sition between theh r8 plateaus, is in quantitative agreeme
with the typical time scale for flow-induced structure form
tion as measured by Gadala-Maria and Acrivos.

At very large strain amplitudes (g0@1) the particles are
forced into a microstructure which resembles the situat
under steady shear. After reversal of the flow direction o
a small fraction of the oscillation period is needed to bre
down and rebuild the microstructure. During the remaini
part of the oscillation, the microstructure has reached
steady state and the response is ‘‘apparently’’ linear wit
dynamic viscosityh r8 . This is nicely illustrated by Fig. 11
where the strain response is strongly nonlinear for interm
diate strain amplitudeg051.51 after flow reversal, while
only a relatively small dimple can be observed for the lar
amplitude experimentg0516.9. In absolute strain units, th
region of microstructural rearrangements are of the sa
magnitude for both signals:Dg;3.

The plateau values ofh r8 at high strain oscillations ex
hibit shear-thinning behavior that is similar to the stea
shear flow curves. In particular forf50.50 the high strain
plateau values do not overlap completely. The variations
plateau value cannot be attributed to migration: In our
periments we have repeated the full sequence of three
quency sweeps for several times overnight and the ove
between the first and last sequence at each specific s
value was excellent, the overnight variations inh r8 at a spe-
cific stress value being much smaller than variations betw
different stress curves.

Quantitative analysis of the low strain~high frequency!
plateau, where shear-induced microstructure is absent rev
an interesting observation. In Fig. 12 we have plotted
plateau values for our noncolloidal suspensions together w
literature data on colloidal suspensions.23,24 For colloidal
hard-sphere suspensions the high frequency limit of the
namic viscosity,h r ,`8 , is a well-defined quantity representin
the hydrodynamic viscosity contribution at time scales wh
the Brownian motion is negligible, so that the equilibriu
particle distribution is probed. The agreement is excelle
suggesting that the high frequency viscosity of hard sph
suspensions is independent of Pe´clet number.

At first glance the agreement is remarkable. For colloi
particles the Brownian motion rapidly relaxes shear-induc
structure after cessation of flow, but for noncolloidal pa
ticles this force is extremely weak so that the associated
laxation processes become very slow and the particle di
bution is not in thermodynamic equilibrium during th
dynamic measurements. Nevertheless, within experime
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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errors the high frequency measurements yield the same
tive dynamic viscosity for both colloidal and noncolloid
systems.

This observation can be interpreted within the theoret
framework developed by Brady and co-workers.14 Their ap-
proach is based on analyzing the particle pair distribut
function g(r ). Without going into the details, a relevant r
sult of the analysis is the existence of a thin lubricati
boundary layer around a particle of thicknessO(a Pe21),
where Pe is the Pe´clet number anda the particle radius. At
high concentrations the fraction of particle pairs resid
within this boundary layer—described by the pa
distribution function at contact,g(2,u)—is argued to domi-
nate the suspension stress. As a result, relaxation of this
tremely thin boundary layer would be sufficient to remo
the shear-induced viscosity contribution. Since the Pe´clet
number in our noncolloidal system is very high@O(1010)#,
the boundary layer is so thin that even the extremely w
residual Brownian motion or the slightest particle roughn
will be strong enough to rapidly destroy the boundary la
after cessation of flow. The high-frequency viscosity is th
determined by the fraction of particles that remains with
the boundary layer after relaxation, which is probed in os
latory flow. Outside the equilibrium boundary layer our no
colloidal system has not reached thermodynamical equ
rium and the distribution is nonhomogeneous. Neverthel
the sameh`,r8 values are found for colloidal and noncolloid
systems, in accordance with the idea that the boundary l
dominates viscosity.

C. Relation between self-diffusion and rheology

In this section we compare the different observations
try to embed the results in a coherent physical interpretat
Our main aim is to provide a sound experimental basis
discussions about the microscopic processes in sheared
pensions and not to give a detailed quantitative theoret
interpretation. We want to make use of the acquired exper
by pointing out striking correspondences within our set
experiments.

FIG. 12. Relative dynamic viscosityh r8 as a function of particle volume
fraction; low strain plateau values from this study~l! are compared to the
high frequency limit as determined by Van der Werffet al.—Ref. 23 ~s!
and Shikata and Pearson—Ref. 24~n! for colloidal hard-sphere suspen
sions.
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At first glance the combination of studying self-diffusio
and rheology might raise questions. However, both phys
quantities have the same origin: the spatial distribution
particles. This can easily be shown within the formalis
used by Brady and Bossis:9

FFH

S G5FRFv RFE

RSv RSEG Fv`2v
E` G , ~5!

where FH[(F1
H ,F2

H ,...,FN
H)T is a vector of the hydrody-

namic forces on theN particles in the system. Similar defi
nitions apply to the stresslet vectorSand the particle veloci-
ties relative to the ambient flowv`2v. E` represents the
external rate of strain. The resistance matricesRa,b depend
on the positions of all particles in the suspension.

By partial inversion Eq.~5! can be rewritten in a more
suitable form:25

Fv`2v
S` G5FAvF AvE

ASF ASEG FFH

E`G , ~6!

where the matrix elementsAa,b are directly related to the
resistance matricesRa,b and thus also depend on partic
configuration only. For our noncolloidal suspension
Stokes flow and in absence of interparticle forces, the hyd
dynamic forceFi

H50 on every particle. Thus the relativ
velocity and stresslet are functions of the external rate
strain and the particle configuration only. Self-diffusion
directly related to the autocorrelation ofv`2vi , averaged
over all particles. The macroscopic viscosity can be cal
lated through the integral of the particle stressletSi weighted
with the particle distribution function. Thus both sel
diffusion and viscosity directly depend on the spatial dis
bution of particles.

Because of the joint background, a comparison betw
the experimental results is meaningful. The onset of
long-time self-diffusion regime in particle motion can be a
sociated with the occurrence of nonlinearity in the strain
sponse signal during dynamic viscosity measurements. B
indicate the typical strain at which excluded volume effe
of neighboring particles become of importance. Indeed, th
is qualitative agreement in the sense that both transitions
place for strain values ofO(1) and that the transition shift
to lower values for increasing volume fractionf. Quantita-
tive agreement is difficult to verify, since the definition of th
transition locations is somewhat subjective.

The diffusion coefficientD̂` and plateau inh r8 for large
strain amplitudes show the effect of multiple excluded v
ume effects in the large deformation limit, where the init
configuration has been lost. The volume fraction depende
of these quantities shows a notable correlation: at high v
ume fractions the long-time diffusion levels off, while th
large amplitude dynamic viscosity increases strongly. App
ently, it becomes more difficult for particles to move an
deformation requires larger stresses.

In the limit of small deformation the particle configura
tion is hardly changed. BothD̂0 andh r ,`8 reflect the suspen
sion properties under these conditions and following the c
relation for diffusion and viscosity at large deformation
they should be linked. The existence of a short-time dif
ct to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sion requires a driving force of unknown origin; two possib
explanations were provided in Sec. VI A. From oscillato
measurements we have discovered that the small ampli
viscosity h r ,`8 of colloidal suspensions is the same as
high frequency limit for noncolloidal suspensions. These
sults, although not yet completely understood, set the s
for further discussion on the microstructure of concentra
suspensions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally studied concentrated noncol
dal suspensions under shear by employing three diffe
techniques: particle tracking to determine the trajectories
individual particles, ensemble averaged displacements st
tics, and rheometry. The techniques probe the suspensio
three different levels: the microscopic particle position, t
ensemble level of average motion, and the macroscopic l
of mechanical properties. The combination of measurem
has enabled us to find a number of intriguing results wh
altogether provide a coherent qualitative physical picture
the microscopic structure in sheared suspensions.

Particle tracking revealed that for medium concentra
suspensions~30%! the particle trajectories are very smoo
with distinct displacements due to interactions with neig
boring particles on the characteristic time scale of the sh
flow @ ġDt;O(1)#. The size of the displacements in bo
the vorticity and velocity direction wasO(a), which is in
agreement with shear-induced diffusion experiments. T
fluctuations in the velocity direction are more pronounc
and this could be attributed to the coupling of diffusion in t
velocity gradient direction with the convective flow.

For a highly concentrated 50% suspension the pictur
similar, although the frequency and size of the displaceme
are slightly larger and the particles exhibit additional fluctu
tions of a shorter time scale superimposed on the ‘‘slo
fluctuations.

A more detailed analysis of previously reported she
induced self-diffusion data8 showed that in addition to the
well-known long-time diffusivity the motion at the shorte
experimentally accessible time scales (ġDt,0.10) is also of
diffusive nature. This phenomenon has not been obse
before.

Our data over the entire range of time could be char
terized very well by means of an empirical model. T
model was chosen in such a way that a minimum of phy
cally meaningful parameters was sufficient to describe
data, i.e., two dimensionless diffusion coefficients—D̂0 and
D̂`—, two transition times—t̂0 and t̂`—, and an unimpor-
tant, but physically meaningful parameterc4 .

The long-time diffusion coefficientD̂` exhibits a pecu-
liar dependence on volume fraction: up tof50.35 it
strongly increases, above this volume fractionD̂` levels off
and even has the tendency to go down at 0.50. Experim
tally this behavior has been reported before with two diff
ent techniques.6,8 However, because of contradictory nume
cal and theoretical results, its origin is still subject
discussion. The characteristic onset of long-time diffusi
t̂` ~for a definition see Fig. 7!, is more or less constan
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within the experimental errors at a valuet'1—expressed in
strain units—as would be expected from a phenome
driven by particle interactions in shear flow.

The short-time diffusive process was described by
diffusion coefficientD̂0 , which is significantly smaller than
D̂` and increases withf. We have no unambiguous inte
pretation of this quantity, but the underlying displaceme
occur on a time scale on which the configuration of neig
boring particles has not changed. The time scale of this
fusive process is much shorter,t̂0! t̂` , and quantitatively
the values oft̂0 are in agreement with the concept of ‘‘cag
ing’’ at short times. At longer times, direct hydrodynam
interactions with neighboring particles lead to larger d
placements and the long-time self-diffusion becomes do
nant.

In controlled stress oscillatory experiments a strong
pendence of the~apparent! relative dynamic viscosityh r8 on
the strain amplitudeg0 was noticed. At high strain value
(g0@1) a well-defined plateau ofh r8 exists and a much
lower plateau was found for small amplitudes (g0!1). The
difference between the two plateaus was attributed to sh
induced structure at high deformations, when particles
driven closely together, thus giving rise to an extra contrib
tion to the viscosity. The structure is generally characteriz
by the pair-distribution functiong2(r ) in the thin boundary
layer around the particle.14 During low strain oscillations this
structure related viscosity contribution disappeared, leavin
lower h r8 plateau which coincides perfectly with the hig
frequency~and thus low strain! limit h`,r8 as observed in
Brownian suspensions.23,24 This correspondence sugges
that even in noncolloidal suspensions the boundary laye
rapidly destroyed after cessation of flow. According to t
theoretical scaling of Brady and Morris,14 the small residual
Brownian force would be sufficient to eliminate the e
tremely thin boundary layer structure, so that the bound
layer reaches equilibrium almost instantly. The distributi
of particles outside the boundary layer is apparently less
portant for the high frequency limit ofh r8 . In noncolloidal
suspensions the particle distribution outside the bound
layer does not reach equilibrium during oscillatory measu
ments.
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